“The Midzeelhoeve 2 is
an unique opportunity to
breathe life into ‘t Grom!”

buitenkans

design solution

‘t Grom wants to inform and mobilise its visitors about healthy
food choices and vegetables. Buitenkans is a design project that
makes sure the so-called “misfits” are included in this mission.
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NEW IDENTITY
Hi, I am Frederik. I am looking for a place where
I can plant my own herbs with the guidance of
a coach. Because I am diagnosed with Down
Syndrome, I live with my mom. We live in a cosy city
house, and do not have enough space for gardening.

My name is Sofie. As a dietician, I like to work
with healthy ingrediënts on a daily basis. As a
wheelchair user, I find it hard to discover cooking classes that are also wheelchair friendly.

GARDENING IN THE RAISED VEGGIE
GARDEN WITH COACH CHRIS

WORKSHOP SPACE

Hi! Thomas is the name. Due to my burn out,
I was forced to take some time off and focus
on my health. Gardening and surrounding myself in nature is what I really need right now.

I am Marilou. As a result of my autism spectrum
disorder I find it hard to communicate. When I
am playing with the neighbours dog, I feel like he
understands me without me even trying. Because of
moms allergy , we are not able to adopt a dog ourselves.

COOKING CLASS IN THE ACCESSIBLE
WORKSHOP SPACE “ELISABETH”
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VEGETABLE DO-MUSEUM
SINT KATELIJNE WAVER

“Because of the partnership with “Borgerstein”, the
care center for the disabled and elderly, I can come
and visit every week to check up on the herbs I planted
myself. I love it and already look forward to next week!”
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MIDZEELHOEVE II
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multifunctional
workshop
Elisabeth
“Meeting like-minded neighbours through a workshop about
healthy food, count me in!”
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Vectorworks Educational Version

Midzeelhoeve 2: Entrance, Workshops, Expo & Offices
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ENTRANCE WITH ADJECENT “PREPARATION ROOM”
Museum visitors receive a wristband to get access to the interactive museum tour. This wristband is linked to a certain character that has something to do with the history of ‘t Grom. The preparation room is the
first room of the tour, where the purpose of the tour is explained.

WORKSHOP SPACE “ELISABETH”
This multifunctional workshop space is named after one of the founders of the abbey of Rozendaal, which ‘t grom used to belong to. The accessible kitchen can be hidden to make sure the room can be used for
a number of occassions. The partition wall with storage space is partly transparant in order to let enough light flow through the building.

‘T GROM
VEGETABLE MUSEUM
SINT KATELIJNE WAVER

Vectorworks Educational Version

BUITENKANS

As a response, I designed “Buitenkans”. A design project
that takes real people into account. Because wheelchair
users, the elderly and people with a disability are often
treated as misfits in the design of public areas, I see
this project as a golden opportunity (“buitenkans” in
dutch) to design a space where this group of people feel
welcomed.
The focus of Buitenkans is on health. That begins with
the vegetables that are grown in the gardens, that
contribute to fysical health. Animals also contribute
to a good mental health. The astounding natural
environment of ‘t Grom plays an inportant overall role.
The Midzeelhoeve 2 is originally a very dark building. By
implementing roof domes and transparant materials, I
made sure natural light could flow through the building.
The result is a interior design that is based on the
authentic elements already present on the site and that
respectfully handles the cultural heritage of the building.
The purpose of Buitenkans is to contribute to the
mission of ‘t Grom; to inform and mobilise (all) visitors
about healthy food choices and vegetables. In the
future, ‘t Grom will develop itself as a touristic attraction
and the beating heart of the area.
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DESIGN CONCEPT

At the heart of thé greenhouse- and vegetable region
of Flanders and at the blue-green border of Mechelen,
you can find the vegetable museum ‘t Grom. The
museum is located in a marvelous historic environment:
the “Midzeelhoeves”, the former tenancy farmhouses
of the abbey of Rosendaal. Recently, the 18th century
Midzeelhoeve 2 became vacant. For the management
board, this was the ultimate opportunity to give ‘t
Grom a face-lift. As for now, the museumsite isn’t that
attractive anymore, this needed to be changed.
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STORYROOM
During the interactive museum tour, visitors receive clues about the
character linked to their wristband. At the end of the tour, they get the
chance to guess the secret identity of that character in the storyroom.

